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1. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND
National Infrastructure Development Co. Ltd announced an invitation to tender under ref.
no. 2017/S 175-358793 for the initiation of a public procurement procedure in which M3 VB
Consortium (consortium leader: Utiber Kft, members: F mterv Zrt, Constreal Kft.) was
preferred as the Designer for the “Implementation of a revision for the updating of the study
plan in relation to the section of the M3 Motorway between Vásárosnamény (M3–M34
branch-off separation junction) and Beregdaróc (national border), as well as the preparation of
the associated feasibility study, impact assessment for the public procurement procedure and
environmental impact studies”. The Consortium appointed VIKÖTI Ltd to complete the
tasks relating to environmental protection.
All the planned routes have to be linked to those plans of the Vásárosnamény–Záhony section
of the M34 Motorway that have already been granted building permits, while on the basis of
bilateral agreement made by the Hungarian and Ukrainian government the point of border
crossing needs to be located between border point no. 212 and 214, to the north of
Beregdaróc. (Agreement of the Government of the Republic of Hungary and the Cabinet of
Ministers of the Ukraine on the connection of Pan-European Transport Corridor V on the
Hungarian–Ukrainian border dated as of 21 March 2006, Government Decree 147/2006
(VII.9)).
In line with the provisions of the letter of order no. KIFEF/7134/2018-NFM of the Ministry
of National Development, as early as in the first phase the planned motorway section is
required to be designed 2×2 and a cross-sectional design featuring a crown width of 20.00 m.
The Environmental Impact Assessment and its appendices shall be prepared by considering
the construction of a long-distance motorway (with 26.00 m crown width) of the motorway,
including the cross-sectional schedule of construction (20 and 26 m crown width,
respectively).
Defined in Government Decree 345/2012 (XII. 6.), transport infrastructure investments of
priority significance for the national economy are listed in Annex 1 to the Act on motorways
(Act CXXVIII of 2003). Since the Vásárosnamény–Beregdaróc section of the M3
Motorway contemplated herein is listed in Section 6 of Annex 1, this project is
qualified to be a transport infrastructure investment of priority significance for the
national economy.

1.1. Authority opinions issued in relation to the preliminary plans,
observations from public consultation
On commission of NID Co. Ltd, F MTERV Zrt. prepared a pre-decision study in
September 2009, followed by the submission a Preliminary Study Documentation to the
Upper-Tisza Region Nature and Environmental Protection and Water Management
Inspectorate (FETI-KTVF) in February 2010.
FETI-KTVF issued its preliminary consultation opinion under case no. 3889-88/2010. In this
consultation opinion, the Authority determined no grounds for exclusion with regard to the
implementation of any of the options described in the preliminary investigation document.
This planning section on the Hungarian side runs up to the Ukrainian border; at present, there
are no plans available on any road connection on the side of the Ukraine, but in the light of
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the information received from the Ukrainian party the adjoining road section on the Ukrainian
side is also in the planning phase.
In the course of planning in 2010, the international procedure was concluded with the
following considerations:
On the basis of preliminary study documents and other available information, the Inspectorate
determined that the activities contemplated in the procedure – as defined in Section 7 of
Annex 1 to Government Decree 148/1999 (X. 13.) on the enactment of Espoo (Finland)
Convention of 26 February 1991 on Environmental Impact Assessment in a Transboundary
Context – were expected to result in substantially harmful, cross-border impacts, and
therefore – pursuant to Article 13(1) of Government Decree 314/2005 (XII. 25.) – in the
form of letter no. 3889-4/2010, dated as of 9 March 2010 the Inspectorate sent documents
required by Article 13.(2) of the referenced legal regulation to the Ministry of Environmental
Protection and Water Management (KvVM). In his letter under case no. KMF-80/4/2010 and
dated as of 15 April 2010, KvVM’s State Secretary for the Environment advised the
Inspectorate that in his letter no. KMF-80/3/2010 he had requested information until a
deadline set to 17 May 2010 from the Ukrainian party in relation to their potential
participation in the international procedure, as well as their observations made on the
substantial requirements of the impact assessment. In his letter no. KMF-80/7/2010, dated as
of 13 July 2010, from the Ministry of Regional Development acting as the legal successor the
Deputy State Secretary for Environmental Protection and Nature Conservation informed the
Inspectorate that the above-mentioned deadline had passed inefficiently, and therefore the
Ukraine’s declaration on her intention to participate had again been requested until a new
deadline of 17 August 2010, while indicating that if no reply was received until the specified
deadline Hungary would enforce the provisions of Section 4 of Article 3 of the Espoo
Convention. In their letter no. KMF-80/9/2010, dated as of 8 September 2010, the Ministry
of Regional Development stated that the above deadline had elapsed inefficiently again, and
consequently the Ukrainian contact person for the Convention had been advised that under
Section 4 of Article 3 of the convention Hungary deemed Ukraine as having no intention to
participate in the environmental impact assessment procedure of the planned project.
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2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PLANNED FACILITY

2.1. Basic data of the facility
2.1.1. Design parameters
Design Class: K.I.B.
Design speed:

vt = 130 km/h

Main dimensions of the M3 Motorway along the section in question:
lane width: 3.75 m
entry lane width: 3.75 m
number of lanes: 2 x 2
center separating lane width: 3.00 m
out of this: inner safety strip: 0.50 m
shoulder: 4.00 m
out of this: outer safety strip: 0.25 m
emergency lane: 2.75 m
grass shoulder: 1.00 m
entry lane shoulder: 2.00 m
crown width: 26.00 m

(20 m in the first

stage)
2.1.2. Volume of the activities
In general, the cross-section of the motorway occupies 50 m; on the basis of this, the planned
route will require ~ 114 ha.
Name of this version

Length (km)

C1

22.635

Initial data of the planned route

2.1.3. Horizontal and vertical layout
During the design the layout of the route was predetermined. The planned route started from
the M34 Motorway. Selection of the location the junction fork was the most important factor,
because this junction had to be squeezed between already planned junctions along the M34
Motorway with observing technical regulations.
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2.1.3.1. Horizontal layout
The route starts from section 0+000 km of the planned M34 Motorway, 1 km west from
Vásárosnamény. The route moves away from M34 Motorway with a right bend of R=1000 m
and turns into the direction of north-east. We cross the currently single route MátészalkaZáhony railway line (which will be extended to two tracks) in section 2+385 km. Following
this crossing the route runs along narrow land located between Kisvarsány and Nagyvarsány,
along populated areas. After the settlements the route turns to north with an R=5000 m left
bend and reaches River Tisza after an almost 1 km straight section. The route will cross the
river in section 6+070 km. After crossing River Tisza, the route will turn to north-east with an
R=900 m right bend and an R=4000 m left bend. In section 8+210 km we envisage an
elevated crossing at the junction of road no.4113. In the following the road will follow a 5.2
km straight line, will bypass Vámosatya before turning into south-east with an R=3000 right
bend. On the northern part of Gelénes the route will cross road no.4124 with an elevated
junction. An ~1.5 km straight section will be after this junction before the route turns northeast with an R=3000 m left bend, and will reach the national border after a 1.3 km straight
line. Route length: 22.635 km.
2.1.3.1. Vertical layout
Over and above taking into account the terrain, the Tisza crossing, equivalent floodwater
levels on flood-controlled areas and the future cross-section of the electrified VásárosnaményZáhony railway line will impose limits on design of the elevation of the route. Another
important factor had to be taken into account during the planning: on areas east from River
Tisza the land carries the risk of inland waters; the equivalent groundwater level is the same as
the ground surface.
Since the general terrain is flat, the planned route will run on an embankment all the way. As a
result of terrain conditions, changes in the elevation are negligible. The route will cross the
existing railway with an overpass; lower-rate roads will be crossed with over- and underpasses.
When crossing major waterways, the cross section will provide animal crossing as well.
Due to the high level of ground and inland waters, drainage must be provided by vertical
ditches; as a result, we envisage, where possible, the longitudinal section of the planned
motorway on an ~2.5-3 m high embankment.
2.1.4. Cross-sectional design
In the preliminary study plan, in accordance with design category K.I. (vt=130 km/h), all
versions of the motorway will have a 26.00 m wide crown. In accordance with conditions
imposed in Order no.KIFEF/7134/2018-NFM of the Ministry of National Development, the
Environmental Impact Assessment and its annexes must be prepared for the construction of a
wide motorway (crown width: 26.00 m); an environmental protection permit must be
obtained. On the basis of this Order, in the first stage a 2 x 2 lane motorway with 20.00 m
crown width must be designed.
Diagonal layout of the planned facility is described in Chapter 2.1.1.
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2.1.5. Planned junctions

1. táblázat

Section

Type of the junction

Adjoining/crossing road

1+035

branch-off junction

M34 Motorway

8+210

quarter clover

Road no.4113

16+515

single-side half-clover

Road no.4124

20+910

single-side half-clover

Road no.4122 connection

Elevated junctions to be built in route version “C 1”

2.1.6. Engineering structures
Location and description of engineering structures along the planned route are summarized in
the following table.
Description of the
engineering
structure
underpass under M34
(branch-off junction)

Involved section

1+035
2+385

overpass,
railway line

2+415

overpass,
no.4115

3+290

overpass, dam

3+560

overpass, dam
overpass,
lake canal

Hosszú-

4+000

overpass,
road

unpaved

4+375

overpass,
road

unpaved

5+350
6+070

Tisza bridge

6+585

overpass, dam

7+200

overpass,
road

8+210

overpass,
road
no.4113 junction
overpass,
road

unpaved

9+025

overpass
wetland

above

9+650
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9+805

Description of the
engineering
structure
overpass,
unpaved
road

10+360

overpass
above,
Csaronda-main
irrigation canal

10+930

overpass,
no.4122
underpass,
road

unpaved

11+620

underpass,
road

unpaved

12+770

overpass,
channel

Gelénesi-

13+120

underpass,
no.4123

road

13+965

underpass,
road

unpaved

14+710
16+030

overpass
wetland

16+515

underpass,
road
no.4124 junction

18+000

overpass
wetland

18+500

overpass, waterway

20+580

overpass
Surányi canal

20+910

overpass,
no.4122

21+930

overpass above Dédai
main irrigation canal

Involved section

road

above

above

above
road

2.1.7. Rest areas
In case of M-3-M34 Motorway, in section 285 of the M3 Motorway, a complex rest area will
be established along the adjacent design section. This rest area is located 2 km from the
separation of M3 and M34 Motorways. Taking into account the above and distances imposed
by road specification regulations, the following rest areas will be established: simple rest area
in the vicinity of Vámosatya (12+500 km) and another rest area offering full-scale services
directly before the border crossing.
2.1.8. Engineering site, operating issues
Management Department of Hungarian Public Road Nonprofit Co Ltd will provide operating
conditions for M34 Vásárosnamény-Záhony and M3 Vásárosnamény-Beregdaróc sections to
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be installed in section 285 of the M3 Motorway, with taking into account the adjacent section
of M34 Motorway and future sections to be managed. The design of the engineering depot is
integrated into the permit plan covering the M34 Vásárosnamény-Záhony section, prepared
by „Unitef’ 83-Roden-Tura-Terv Consortium” No additional engineering depots will be
required in this area.
2.1.9. Border crossing
A border crossing will be established at the end of the design section, at Beregdaróc.
2.1.10. Axle weight bridge
The station will be installed on the incoming side of the border crossing.

2.2. Expected date of the commencement of construction works and
commissioning
Based on the action plan of the Implementation Study, construction of the planned road
section may start as soon as 2022; consequently, the expected date of the commissioning of
the facility is 2025.

2.3. Potential further construction of the road
The possibility of continuing the planned motorway is influenced by adjacent road network
developments in the Ukraine. Not long ago the Ukraine made significant steps to develop the
connection to the European road transport network. They have prepared a national road
infrastructure development strategy in accordance with the White Book of the European
Union, which is in harmony with EU plans of pan-European transport corridors. The Cabinet
of Ministers, in their Decree 2174, 20.10.2010, has established the transport development
strategy up to the year 2020.
The following priorities are defined in this strategy:
•

Development of the transport infrastructure

•

Increasing the quality of transport

•

Moving the domestic public road development strategy in the direction of the EU and
the world.

•

Increasing the efficiency of county state management

•

Increasing transport safety

•

Increasing energy saving and environmental protection conditions of transport
equipment

•

Improving investment environment

•

Establishing logistic centers
- 13 -
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During project design we discussed plans on public road development with the Ukraine; as a
result, we received the following information form the Ukrainian party:
„At present, on the order of Kárpátalja County Public Road Management Service, design and cost assessment
documents related to the construction of M 24 Motorway, which starts from Hungary and connects
Nagydobrony-Munkács-Beregszász to „Luzsánka” border crossing, are prepared by the “Institute of
Complex Design of Building Facilities” Ltd. As specified in the project, the facility will start between border
signs 212 and 214, along the Ukrainian and Hungarian border, at settlements Déda (in the Ukraine) and
Beregdaróc (in Hungary), and will end, as estimated, at app. section 37+715 km of the M 24 Motorway,
which connects Nagydobrony-Munkács-Beregszász and the „Luzsánka” border crossing. Construction of the
motorway which runs across Beregdaróc and ends in Déda on the Ukrainian side, is expected to be completed
in 2022, as specified in the preliminary design”
Consequently, the M3 Motorway can be continued on the Ukrainian side in 2022 at the
earliest.
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3. INVESTIGATION OF TRANS-BORDER IMPACTS
3.1. Protection of the geological media, soil and subsurface waters
The impact of the construction on the soil and groundwater, is affected, first of all, by moving
heavy machinery, filling fuel, excavating construction materials, by transport and by storing
hazardous waste and waste disposal.
Consequently, the direct impact area is equal to the land appropriated for direct construction
works. In addition, the direct impact area includes storing machinery and disposing hazardous
and other wastes, which, in this case, may happen outside the construction site.
There are agricultural lands on the Ukrainian side, adjacent to the design area. The
appropriation area of the planned route is limited to areas in Hungary, no appropriated land is
located beyond the national border.
Construction factors endangering subsurface waters on the Hungarian side were not revealed
during the investigation. TPH contamination collected from the road by equivalent
precipitation which is expected to be generated by the traffic is at a very low level. No
subsurface waters to be protected are located in the vicinity of the border. Contamination of
subsurface waters reaching beyond the border is fully excluded because the flow is running in
the direction of west, similar to the surface waters (catchments area of River Tisza).
In the vicinity of the Hungarian-Ukrainian border the planned route does not interfere either
with assigned or with sensitive operating water sources, non of them are even near to the site;
consequently, the planned project has no effect on water resources.
Consequently, soil and subsurface water contamination on areas beyond the border can be
fully excluded.

3.2. Protection of surface waters
Since every waterway and canal is coming from the direction of the Ukraine, possible
contamination of surface waters in the adjacent country can be fully excluded. Only surface
cross-flows may cause contamination, which is negligible.
Thanks to favourable conditions of the terrain water collection from the carriageway will be
directed by Hungary into the Dédai-Mitz-canal.
During the operation in an emergency surface waters must not be contaminated. The operator
of the motorway must prepare an emergency action plan which ensures that no contamination
will reach the receiver.
Any waterway and canal can be used for receiving water discharged from the planned
motorway, with excluding deposits on the bottom and observing requirements imposed on
water quality.
Salting the road in winter may have minor detrimental impact on the water of the ditch in
short term, but after appropriate dilution at the intake of the receiver no change in the quality
of water above the allowed limit is expected.
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3.3. Protection of air quality
Emissions in the atmosphere generated by road transport of construction material and the
operation of heavy machinery – first of all, nitrogen oxides, ash and airborne dust – are
changing in time in various locations, but no significant air pollution will be caused on the
construction site.
Dust load generated by motor vehicles, by loading transported materials, by the construction
technology, by excavation and landscaping is expected.
Temporary dust generation and air pollution will be caused by land appropriation, landscaping
and foundation works. The level of dust generation will depend on the humidity of the topsoil
and the flora.
Since earthworks include embankment construction and hydraulic road foundation, soils used
in these activities may cause dust load.
Due to prevailing wind conditions, propagation of air pollutants generated by the construction
is expected to reach beyond the border. Since the land after the border in the width of 100200 m is a sandy strip with trees and bush and populated areas are a few kilometres away, the
construction of the planned route may impose some load on protecting of clean air, but no
contamination above the allowed limit will be expected in populated areas.
We investigated air contamination load in the area of the planned site in the Environmental
Impact assessment:
- the present status (2018.),
- status (without) reference (2033.)
- long-term status with reference (year of planning + 15 years, 2033.)
On the basis of completed calculation, the impact area of the operation is <25 m, the
equivalent contamination is NOx. Results of calculations completed in Hungary can be taken
into account in the load on the side of the Ukraine. Limits of specific air contaminants will be
satisfied within 1 m from the center line, in the area of the road, therefore, as far as clean sir
protection is concerned, not impact is expected beyond the national border, on the Ukrainian
side.
Emergency contamination may happen during the operation of the facility, caused, first of all,
by accidental defects in the transport of volatile liquids and gases. Emergencies occurring in
populated areas may have significant consequences. In this case air pollution in excess of
several times the limit may happen for a short period of time, with significant direct impact
(on the soil, water, habitats and humans), but since the nearest populated area in the Ukraine
is located 3-4 km from the border crossing, emergency pollution is not dangerous.

3.4. Protection of the biosphere: humans and society
The project, as a result of socio-economic impacts and increased mobility and social contacts
of the population in nearby settlements may directly contribute to retaining the population of
this micro-region, including the expansion in trade and economic activities. The project, when
public road connection on the side of the Ukraine is implemented, will improve border
crossings.
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3.5. Protection of the biosphere: flora and fauna
The planned route of the project, following the crossing of the Déda main irrigation canal on
the side of Hungary, runs along areas dissected by agricultural (active or abandoned arable)
land and mainly planted English oak forests with significant anthropogenic impact. After the
border crossing, on the side of the Ukraine, there are large agricultural areas, mainly arable
land with few grazing areas. A major forest block is located app. 1.5 km from the border
crossing, which is directly adjacent to the highly protected Dead forest on the Hungarian side.
Now the formerly unified block of forest is dissected by the border. On the side of the
Ukraine, the Dead main irrigation canal runs in the direction of east, approximately in the
distance of 1 k. The canal is surrounded by a wide strip of wetland habitats (high sedge, reed,
green grass, strips with spontaneous trees and bush) The area is dissected by a dense network
of canals.
No protected area is located in the vicinity of the border crossing. Protected areas nearest to
the border crossing are illustrated on the following map:

Source: http://people.oregonstate.edu/~peremysv/ukraine/reserve 1.htm#3 KarpatyB
Since, according to out current information, the motorway can run within the couple of
kilometres vicinity of the border crossing (with the exception of the forest block) without
- 17 -
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significant damage on the environment, the project will not have nay significant impact on
habitats located beyond the border. The impact of the motorway on habitats across the border
will depend, first of all, on the continuation of the road. Since local investigations revealed no
protected flora and fauna and no natural habitats will be eliminated, the construction of this
section of the motorway will not impose any risk on the protection natural habitats.
The construction phase shall not have any impact on habitats across the border because no
land will be appropriated beyond the border.
During the operation of the motorway the traffic on the road will cause the emission of
pollutants to habitats in parallel with the magnitude of the traffic as a line source of pollution.
In accordance to experience gained so far, no significant chemical impact is expected on
habitats. This is true on areas beyond the border.

3.6. Protection of the constructed environment
Only agricultural land is located along the border, no dwellings in the direct vicinity of the
border. The nearest settlement is Beregdéda, which is located app. 3.2 km east from the
planned border crossing; as a result, construction of the motorway will not have any impact
on the constructed environment.
After completing the project and traffic will settle, noise load and air pollution will decrease
along sections where the motorway crosses settlements. Changed environmental conditions
will have positive impact on buildings located in the vicinity of the present main road. This is
true in case of buildings located in settlements in the Ukraine.
The planned road will appear in the constructed environment in an indirect way; as a result of
the project, the economy of settlement along the border will be appreciated.

3.7. Landscape protection
In general, the construction will make a temporary impact on landscape protection, but the
impact could also be final.
Construction of the carriageway will change the terrain with building embankments and cuts,
with temporary destruction of the surface during the construction period, even in cases of
areas located outside the appropriated land.
The motorway will reach the border, the border crossing on a 1-2 m embankment. The border
crossing will occupy an app. 1 km long and 400 m wide area. The impact of the motorway on
the landscape across the border will depend, first of all, on the continuation of the road. Since
the close vicinity of the border crossing is occupied mostly by agricultural land, the border
crossing such as does not impose problem on landscape protection.
The effect of operating the motorway will have an impact on the landscape as a complex
feature with changing various components of the environment. We already have illustrated
impacts of operating the road in the description of other components of the environment.
This time we only emphasize impacts which were not mentioned before.
One of the most significant impacts is the expected reinvigoration of investments along the
new motorway. Due to good transport links and the installation production and services will
appreciate the value of the area. This impact will be more detectable in the vicinity of
junctions and the border crossing.
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3.8. Noise and vibration protection
During construction works the following sources may result in noise pollution:
- construction technology
- heavy machinery
- loading practices
- transport traffic
Noise protection is generated by the movement of construction, transport and loading
equipment. Noise generated by heavy machinery may impose a problem only in buildings
adjacent to the road, but this impact will be only temporary. In this case we can establish the
fact that increase in noise load is insignificant because no transport activities will be conducted
along areas across the border and there is no protected building located near the border.
With regard to areas and facilities to be protected from noise on the Ukrainian side, noise
protection measures to be implemented to reduce construction noise on the Hungarian side is
not warranted, because noise impact of construction works carried out on the Hungarian side
will remain below detection in remote areas subjected to this noise in comparison the the
background noise.
As far as noise protection is concerned, the impact of the motorway operation on areas across
the border will be negligible. Results of calculations completed on the Hungarian side can be
taken into account in estimating noise load in the Ukraine. In accordance with the above, the
limit on 55 dB noise load during the period of night is 75 m; as a result, the limit on noise
protection will be satisfied within this distance.
The motorway, depending on its continuation and traffic, may have an impact on nearby
settlements, but this impact can be investigated only on the basis of the plans prepared on the
section located in the Ukraine. When investigating the route in the Ukraine, we recommend
that no protected property should be located within the 75 m protective zone.

3.9. Recommendations on protection and monitoring
In accordance with current information made available to us, in this stage of the planning no
protection or monitoring measures will be required to protect areas across the border.

3.10. Summary evaluation
In summary we can establish the fact that the construction of the Vásárosnamény –
Beregdaróc (national border) section of M3 Motorway will not have significant impact
on any one of the components of the environment on areas across the border, no
impact is expected beyond the border; no noise or air pollution generated by motor
vehicles operating inside Hungary will be expected to reach beyond the border.
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